
 

 

Contract for Disk Jockey Services  
 (DJ HEAVY-B) 
404-861-8857 

www.prothroproductions.com 
 
 

DJ HEAVY-B will be providing musical entertainment at (event name) 
___________________________________________ for ______________________________  on the date of 
_________________________ . He appreciates your business and looks forward to the event. 
 

EVENT INFORMATION 
 

Customer Name:_______________________ 
Contact #:_______________________________ 
Address of Event:______________________ 
__________________________________________ 
Type of Event:  
Dj Arrival Time:  
Actual Event Time: 
Time Event Ends: 
Dress Code: 
Type of Music: 
Clean or unclean music: 
Bring a Table? Yes or NO 
 

 

II. RATES & PACKAGES 
 
Regular events: $75.00 deposit + $50.00 per hour  
 
Weddings: $75.00 deposit + $75.00 per hour 
 
Holiday Events: $75.00 deposit + $75.00 per hour 
 
Includes: strobe lights, lasers, 2 light stands, 2 wireless mics, façade, 2 speakers 
with stands. 
 
Speaker rental: $30.00 per hour ($50.00 charge for additional wireless mics) 
For clients/events that require sound, but no DJ.  

 



 

 

 (deposit not included in final price, these rates  do not apply to weddings 
and or holiday events) 

 

$250.00 = 4 hours of dj’ing & Recap pictures from the event 
 
$350.00 = 4 hours of dj’ing, Recap pictures & 30 sec recap video 
 
$450.00 = 4 hours of dj’ing, 1 hr of backdrop photography, candid recap pictures 
& 30 sec recap video 
 
$500.00 = 4 hours of dj’ing, 2 hrs of backdrop photography, candid recap 
pictures, & 1 min recap video 
 
$600.00 = 4 hours of dj’ing, 4 hrs of backdrop photography, candid recap 
pictures  & 3 min recap video + 30 sec teaser 
 
$700.00=4 hours of dj’ing, 4 hrs of backdrop photography, candid recap pictures, 
10 min recap video plus + 30 sec teaser 
 
We look forward to catering to your event needs in the future. Thank you for 
your time and the opportunity. 
 

IV.PAYMENT  
 
Based on the package we chose the total fee for this service (including deposit) is 
_____________. If services are needed after the agreed upon shift of the event is over, 
then an additional fee of $50 an hour will be charged to the customer.  
 
A $75.00 deposit is charged on the day of booking (nonrefundable) and remaining 
balance due the day of the event. The deposit covers locking in the date of the event, 
travel expenses and hour early arrival. The deposit can be made cash, or money 
order. Checks are not accepted.  The following money services are accepted. 

 
Cash app: $bronsonblair 

Paypal/Google wallet: Bronson.blair04@gmail.com 
 
DJ HEAVY B does not accept full payment before the date of the event. In the past 
customers have cancelled and wanted a full refund. So to keep things simple, we 
accept the remaining balance agreed to in the earlier packages list upon day of 
services rendered. 
 

 
 



 

 

V. CANCELLATIONS 
 
In the event DJ HEAVY B cannot fulfill his commitment to the contract and must 
cancel,  two of the following can happen. 
 

1. He can return all funds provided by the customer,  including the deposit 
2. He can find another DJ that the customer is comfortable with to do the job at 

the agreed upon price.  He will either give them the deposit, or return all 
funds. 

 
VI. BEING LATE 
 
DJ Heavy B prides himself on being a punctual person, especially when it comes to 
someone’s event. There is always something going on in the city, and traffic isn’t 
always guaranteed to flow as fluidly as we’d like. In the event DJ Heavy B is late to 
your event, the following can happen. 
 

1. If he is 30 minutes late or below-he can stay an extra 30 minutes for free. If 
venue allows it.  

2. If he is 1 hour late- he will return the deposit, full payment still expected  
3. If he is 2 hours late-return of deposit, and dock $50.00 from full payment 
 

Staying over an extra hour is optional as well for choices 2 and 3, however it 
depends on the venue as well.  
 

VII. SET-UP 
 
DJ Heavy B will bring the following for set up: 

 Laptop 
 2 Speakers 
 2 wireless Mics  
 Façade 
 party lights 
 2 speaker stands 

 

VIII. MUSIC 
 
DJ HEAVY-B will play songs chosen by the customer, from a specific set list, etc. All 
songs and previous requests can be emailed to DJ Heavy-B at the email above. Please 
send the list as soon as possible. Song lists sent the day before or day of the event 



 

 

will be viewed however he cannot guarantee the songs requested during the event 
will be in the library. 
 

DJ HEAVY-B will take requests from the customer and customer only (weddings and 
birthdays). If a guest has a song a request, it must be made through the customer 
who actually hired DJ HEAVY-B. Not all requests keep people on the dance floor, and 
in the past the people who request the song don’t “turn up” or aren’t even in the 
room. So now I’ve potentially hurt my brand, and threw off the vibes of the party.  
Hence why, we only take requests from the customers and the customers only.  
 
If the venue provides Wi-Fi, then all requests can be made however DJ HEAVY-B 
prefers them to a minimum unless the guests decide to tip. Then the sky's the limit.  
 
KEEP IN MIND, THAT ALL REQUESTS DO NOT KEEP THE ENERGY AT AN EVENT 
UP. ALTHOUGH YOU MAY WANT TO HEAR A PARTICULAR SONG, IF IT’S NOT A 
PART OF THE PROGRAM TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION FOR YOUR GUESTS.  
 

 

IX. DAMAGES 
 
___________________(Customer Name) agrees to pay for all damages to DJ HEAVY-B’s 
equipment if caused by the negligence of the customer and/or their guests.  
 

The customer must inspect the equipment prior to the start of the event to assure 
it’s all in working order and damage free.  
 

X. WEDDINGS 
 
Congratulations!!!!! and thanks for choosing Prothro Productions for 
your wedding needs. A few things I would like to go over. 
 
Is the ceremony and the reception in the same venue? 
 
 
 
Is the ceremony and the reception in the same room?  
 
 
 
Are there any customs or events that you will be doing during the ceremony that 
require music? 
 



 

 

 
 
 
If required, there will be a $50.00 charge for DJ Heavy B to be at the rehearsal dinner. 
 
Will Dj Heavy B be announcing the names of the bridal party for the reception or do 
you have your own Master/Mistress of Ceremony? 
 
By signing, you agree to the above terms and have acknowledged that you are 
aware that the $75.00 deposit is just a deposit to lock in the date, travel 
expenses, and hour early arrival  time before the event. The hours of potential 
service are a separate fee.  

 
 

________________________             _______________________               _______________________ 
Customer Name                      Customer Signature                Date 
 

(electronically signing/filling this out is optional) 
 

 

 

Bronson Blair                          Bronson Blair         

 

     
 


